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The first part of this paper investigates a class of homogeneously presented
monoids. Constructions which enable division and multiplication to be computed
are described. The word problem and the division problem are solved, and a
unique normal form is given for monoids in this class. The second part deals with
the motivating examples of this class}the positive singular Artin monoids. Finally,
the singular Artin monoids are introduced. The word and division problems are
solved for all singular Artin monoids of finite type, including, for example, the
singular braid monoids introduced by Baez and Birman. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
w x w xBaez 2 and Birman 3 introduced the singular braid monoids in 1992
and 1993. In the latter paper, Birman conjectured that the singular braid
monoid embeds in the group algebra of the braid group. It is not difficult
to show that the conjecture holds for the singular braid monoid on two
w xstrings, and more significantly, Jarai 13 , and independently Dasbach andÂ
w xGemein 5 , have shown that it holds for the singular braid monoid on
three strings. However the truth of the conjecture is not known in general.
The initial motivation for finding a solution to the word problem and a
normal form for singular braid monoids was to make progress on this
Ž .conjecture see Remark 25 for some comments regarding this conjecture .
w xGarside's solution 10 to the word problem in the braid groups indicates
w xan approach to the problem in singular braid monoids. Deligne 7 and
w xBrieskorn and Saito 4 simultaneously published solutions to the word and
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conjugacy problems for Artin groups of finite type}the former in a
geometric manner and the latter combinatorially. The purely combinato-
rial techniques of Brieskorn and Saito, which extend the methods of
Garside, could be adapted to work in a much larger class of monoids,
including singular Artin monoids, to which singular braid monoids belong.
Ž .Some of the terminology used in this paper such as a-chains is taken
w xfrom 4 . It turns out that the singular Artin monoids and positive Artin
monoids are the leading examples investigated so far of this class, although
various monoids presented by a single relation can be constructed with the
desired properties.
A second motivation for finding solutions to the word and related
w xproblems lies in singular knot and link theory. Armand-Ugon et al. 1
showed that an arbitrary representative of a singular knot or link with
double or triple points may be deformed to a closed singular braid.
w xGemein 11 proved an extended Markov's theorem for singular links: if b
and g are two singular braids whose closed braids are equivalent as
singular links, then b and g are related by a sequence of algebraic
operations known as Markov's moves. If you can solve the word, division,
and conjugacy problems in the singular braid monoid, then you can
determine if two singular braids are related by a Markov's move. In this
paper we solve the first two of those problems. A solution to the conjugacy
problem is the subject of a paper in preparation by this author. Singular
link invariants are of interest in various fields, such as conformal field
theory, Vassiliev invariants, and loop representations of quantum gravity
Ž w x .see 1 for more details .
Let A be a finite alphabet and R a finite subset of A* = A*. Elements
of A may be referred to as letters, and elements of A* as words.
Letterwise equality of words is denoted by ’ . Let
R S [ U, V N U, V g R or V , U g R . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . SIf W ’ Xr Y and V ’ Xr Y where r , r g R then we say that V and1 2 1 2
W differ by an elementary transformation. If there is a sequence of words
W , . . . , W such that each pair W and W differ by an elementary0 k i iq1
transformation, then we say that W and W are equi¤alent, and write0 k
W ; W . In this case, we also say W and W differ by a transformation of0 k 0 k
Ž w x.length k. The terminology transformation is according to 4, 10 . The
² :monoid presented by A N R is the set of equivalence classes under ; .
² :A monoid presentation A N R is said to have the uniqueness property if
whenever there are letters a and b and words U, V, X, Y over A such that
Ž . S Ž . Sboth aU, bV g R and aX, bY g R , then X ’ U and Y ’ V. It is
said to have the precancellati¤e property if for all words U, V over A* with
Ž .aU, bV g R, the letters a and b are distinct. It is said to have the
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Ž .homogeneity property if whenever U, V is in R, the words U and V have
the same length. It is said to have the reduction property if for all a, b in A
and for all words X, Y in A*, aX ; bY implies there exist words U, V, and
Ž . SW in A* such that X ; UW, Y ; VW and either aU, bV g R or
aU ’ bV.
Ž .The terminology precancellati¤e is motivated by the fact Lemma 1 that
the precancellative and reduction properties together imply left cancella-
tivity.
² :LEMMA 1. Suppose that A N R has the precancellati¤e and reduction
properties. Whene¤er there are words A, V, and W such that AV ; AW, then
V ; W.
Proof. If aV ; aW for some letter a then, by the reduction property,
there are words X , X , and Y such that V ; X Y, W ; X Y, and either1 2 1 2
Ž . SaX , aX g R or aX ’ aX . By the precancellative property, the first1 2 1 2
possibility fails, so X ’ X and V ; X Y ; W. If aUV ; aUW for some1 2 1
letter a and word U, then by the previous observation, UV ; UW, so by
induction on the length of U, V ; W.
In Sections 2 and 3, we analyse the properties of a monoid presentation
with the uniqueness, precancellative, homogeneity, and reduction proper-
ties. The previous lemma shows that any such monoid is left cancellative.
Because of the homogeneity requirement, all equivalent words have the
Ž .same length. We define l V to be the length of V, and so if W ; V then
Ž . Ž .l W s l V .
Suppose V and W are words over A. We say that V di¤ides W if there
exists a word U such that W ; VU. We also say that W is a multiple of V. If
W divides V, and V divides W, then by homogeneity, V ; W. Given a set of
words V where i runs over some indexing set I, a common multiple ofi
 4V N i g I is a word W such that every V divides W. A least commoni i
multiple is a common multiple which divides all other common multiples. If
 4W and W9 are both least common multiples of V N i g I then they dividei
one another and by the previous argument via homogeneity, are equiva-
lent. Thus, when a least common multiple exists, it is unique up to
equivalence.
w xThe phrase reduction property, which comes from 4 , is appropriate as
Ž .this property in conjunction with cancellativity allows the problem of
whether a letter divides a given word to be reduced to the same problem
for a word of shorter length, as shown in the following example.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the presentation:
² :P s x , y , z N R , where R s xyz , yzx , yzx , zxy , zxy, xyz . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
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It is clear from inspection that P has the uniqueness, precancellative, and
homogeneity properties. It also has the reduction property, which can be
shown by simultaneous induction on both word length and transformation
Žlength. The reader may refer to Section 4 for a proof of this sort. As the
proof does not throw much light on the significance of the reduction
.property, it is not included here .
Suppose that we want to determine whether y divides W ’ xyxyy or1
W ’ zxxyzy. If we suppose that y divides W then by the reduction2 1
property yzx ; xyz divides xyxyy, so by left cancellation z divides xyy.
Repeating this step, zxy ; xyz must divide xyy, so cancelling xy off the left
implies z divides y, which is nonsense. Hence y cannot divide W .1
On the other hand, y divides W if, and only if, yzx ; zxy divides zxxyzy.2
Ž .But using cancellativity zxy divides zxxyzy precisely when y divides xyzy.
This occurs if and only if yzx ; xyz divides xyzy}which it clearly does.
Ž .Hence y divides W , and working backward, we have W ’ zx xyz y ;2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .zx yzx y ’ zxy zxy ; yzx zxy ’ yzxzxy, which begins with y, showing that
the ``quotient of zxxyzy by y'' is zxzxy.
2. FACTORISATION
² :Throughout this section we assume that A N R has the uniqueness,
precancellative, homogeneity, and reduction properties. Thus the monoid
² :presented by A N R is left cancellative, by Lemma 1.
There is a solution to the word problem of any homogeneous presenta-
tion obtained by listing all words of given length and then searching to
determine equivalent words. The aim of this section is to provide a more
sophisticated solution in the case of a presentation with the uniqueness,
precancellative, homogeneity, and reduction properties by constructing
powerful machinery which calculates ``quotients'' of pairs of words, when
they exist.
Let C be a word and a, b be letters. We say C is a simple a-chain with
Ž .source a and target b if there are possibly empty words U and V such that
Ž . SaU, CbV is in R . Call C a compound a-chain if C ’ C ??? C for1 k
simple chains C , . . . , C such that the source of C is a and the source of1 k 1
C is the target of C for i s 1, . . . , k y 1. In this case, the source andiq1 i
target of C are defined to be the source of C and the target of C ,1 k
respectively.
LEMMA 3. Suppose C is an a-chain to b and W is a common multiple of a
and C. Then W is a common multiple of a and Cb. In particular, a does not
di¤ide C.
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Proof. There is a word D such that W ; CD. Write C ’ C ??? C1 k
where each C is simple, and suppose that d is the target of C , soi 1
Ž . SaU, C dV g R for some words U and V. By the precancellative prop-1
erty, C d does not begin with a. However a does divide CD. By the1
reduction property, there is a word Z such that aUZ ; CD ; C dVZ. If1
k s 1 then b ’ d and Cb ’ C d divides CD. Otherwise, after cancelling,1
dX, and hence d, divides C ??? C D, so by induction C ??? C b divides2 k 2 k
C ??? C D, and whence Cb divides CD. This proves the first statement.2 k
If a were to divide C, then C would be a common multiple of a and C,
and so by the first statement, Cb would divide C. This contradicts homo-
geneity and so a cannot divide C.
A simple a-chain C with target b is imminent if there is a word U such
Ž . S qthat aU, Cb is in R . In this case define C :’ aU.
Ž .LEMMA 4. 1 Suppose that C is a simple a-chain. Then C is imminent
with target b precisely when a di¤ides Cb.
Ž .2 If C is a compound a-chain such that a di¤ides Cb then b is the
target of C.
Ž . Ž . SProof. 1 If C is a simple imminent a-chain to b, then aU, Cb g R
for some U. Thus a divides aU ’ Cq; Cb. On the other hand, if a divides
Cb, then by the reduction and uniqueness properties, there are words U
Ž . Sand V such that aU, CbV g R and CbV divides Cb. By homogeneity, V
must be empty, making C imminent with target b.
Ž .2 Now suppose C ’ C ??? C C where each C is a simple1 ky1 k i
chain and such that a divides Cb. Suppose that d is the target of C ,ky1
and hence the source of C . By Lemma 3, C ??? C C b is a commonk 1 ky1 k
multiple of a and C ??? C d, so by cancellativity, d divides C b. By the1 ky1 k
previous part, the d-chain C has target b, and hence b is the target of C.k
Letters a and b are said to be incomparable if for all words U and V,
Ž . S a
y1
aU, bV f R . If W is a word which begins with a then W denotes the
word obtained by removing a from the beginning of W. For each letter a,
we define an operator
Ç  4K : A* “ A* j ‘a
recursively. Let W be a word, and let
W if W is empty, begins with a or is a simple a-chain; or
K W :’Ž .a ½ ‘ if a is incomparable with the first letter of W .
Otherwise, write W ’ CD where C and D are non-empty words, and C is
the largest prefix of W which is a simple a-chain, with target b, say. The
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Ž .rest of the definition of K W is recursive on the lengths of W and D,a
¡‘ if K D ’ ‘;Ž .b
CK D if K D k ‘ and K D does notŽ . Ž . Ž .b b b
begin with b;~ y1K W :’Ž . ba qC K D if C is imminent and K D beginsŽ . Ž .b b
with b; or
y1b¢K Cb K D otherwise.Ž .ž /a b
Ž . Ž .If K W k ‘ we will say K W is defined.a a
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5. If K W is defined then K W ; W and K W either isa a a
empty, begins with a or is an a-chain. Furthermore, if a and W ha¤e a
Ž .common multiple then K W is defined. In particular, if a di¤ides W thena
Ž .K W begins with a.a
Ž .Proof. Suppose K W is defined. If W is empty, begins with a, or is aa
Ž .simple a-chain then K W ’ W and we are done.a
Otherwise, write W ’ CD where C is the longest prefix of W which is a
Ž .simple a-chain. Let b denote the target of C. Since K W k ‘ thena
Ž . Ž .K D k ‘, so by induction on the length of D, we have that K D ; D;b b
Ž . Ž .and that K D is either empty, a b-chain, or begins with b. If K D isb b
Ž . Ž .empty or a b-chain then K W ’ CK D which is an a-chain, anda b
Ž .moreover K W ; CD ’ W.a
Ž .Otherwise K D begins with b. Considering first when C is imminent,b
Ž . qb
y1
Ž .we have K W ’ C K D , which begins with a, and moreover,a b
K W ; Cbb
y1
K D ’ CK D ; CD ’ W .Ž . Ž . Ž .a b b
Ž . Ž .Otherwise we have K D ; D, K D begins with b and C is notb b
imminent; so
K W ’ K Cbb
y1
K D .Ž . Ž .ž /a a b
Fortunately Cb is a simple a-chain of length greater than the length of C
Ž b
y1
Ž ..so by another induction, K Cb K D begins with a or is an a-chain,a b
and
K Cbb
y1
K D ; Cbb
y1
K D ’ CK D ; CD ’ W .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /a b b b
This gives the first part of the lemma.
Now suppose that a and W have a common multiple. If W is empty,
begins with a, or is a simple a-chain then we are done. Otherwise, let U be
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a word such that a divides WU. By the reduction property the first letter of
W is not incomparable with a. So W can be written W ’ CD where C is
the longest prefix of W which is a simple a-chain. Let b be the target of
C. Since a divides CDU then by Lemma 3, Cb divides CDU, so by
Ž . Ž .cancellation, b divides DU. Then by induction, K D k ‘. If K D doesb b
Ž .not begin with b, or begins with b where C is imminent, then K W k ‘,a
Ž . Ž b
y1
Ž ..and we are done. Otherwise, K W ’ K Cb K D and again applyinga a b
Žinduction on the length of Cb a simple a-chain of length greater than that
. b
y1
Ž .of C , because a and Cb K D ; W have a common multiple,b
Ž b
y1
Ž ..K Cb K D k ‘. This gives the second part of the lemma.a b
Finally suppose that a divides W. Then W is a common multiple of a
Ž .and W, so K W is either an a-chain or begins with a. But Lemma 3 saysa
Ž . Žan a-chain may not be divisible by a; thus K W which is equivalenta
.to W and hence divisible by a is not an a-chain and hence must begin
with a.
Ž .Let V and W be words. If W is empty then define VrW ’ V.
Otherwise write W ’ Ua for some word U and some letter a. We make the
recursive definition,
¡‘ if VrU ’ ‘, or if K VrU does notŽ . Ž .a~ begin with a; orVrW ’Ž .
y1a¢ K VrU otherwise.Ž .a
² :The following result gives a solution to the division problem in A N R .
Ž .LEMMA 6. The word W di¤ides V precisely when VrW k ‘, in which
Ž .case V ; W VrW .
Proof. If W is empty then the result clearly holds. So we may write
W ’ Ua for some word U and some letter a. Suppose W divides V, so
Ž .there is a word X such that WX ’ UaX ; V. By induction VrU k ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .and V ; U VrU . By cancellation, aX ; VrU , so a divides VrU . By
Ž . Ž . Ž .Lemma 5, K VrU begins with a, so VrW k ‘ and VrW ; X.a
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, suppose VrW k ‘. Then VrU k ‘, and in fact
Ž . Ž .K VrU has to begin with a. By induction V ; U VrU , soa
V ; U VrU ; UK VrU ; Uaa
y1
K VrU ; W VrW ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
Ž .by the definition of VrW , and so W divides V.
Since we have a solution to the division problem, we get a solution to
the word problem for free.
Ž .COROLLARY 7. Two words W and V are equi¤alent precisely when VrW
is the empty word.
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3. COMMON MULTIPLES AND A NORMAL FORM
² :Again, we assume throughout this section that A N R has the unique-
ness, precancellative, homogeneity, and reduction properties. As noted
earlier, homogeneity ensures that when least common multiples exist, they
Ž .are unique up to equivalence . Thus for any word W, there is a unique
least common multiple of the letters which divide W. This section describes
how such a least common multiple may be constructed. Using the machin-
ery constructed above, W may then be decomposed into a product of this
least common multiple and a shorter word. This process will produce a
normal form.
Let a be a letter and W a word. The a-series of W is a series
a a Ç a 4 Ž .W , W , . . . over A* j ‘ defined as follows. Set W :’ K W , so by0 1 0 a
Lemma 5, either W a is empty, an a-chain, begins with a, or W a is not0 0
defined. Then for i G 1, define recursively
a if W a is empty;¡ iy1
a aW if W begins with a;iy1 iy1a ~W :’i a aK W b if W is an a-chain to b; orŽ .a iy1 iy1¢
‘ otherwise.
By Lemma 5, when it is defined, W a is either an a-chain or begins with ai
Ž a . aor if i s 0, W may be empty . The a-series converges to a word Wi k
precisely when W a begins with a. The following definition is intended tok
capture a notion of the limit of the a-series of W,
W a if W a ’ W a ; ork k kq1L a, W :’Ž . ½ ‘ otherwise.
The following two examples are included to illustrate various ways in
Ž .which L a, W ’ ‘. The first example exhibits two a-series with members
which are not defined, and in the second example the a-series is always
defined but consists of words of strictly increasing length. The presenta-
w xtions are shown in Section 4 and 4 , respectively, to have the reduction
property, and they clearly have the uniqueness, precancellative, and homo-
geneity properties.
EXAMPLE 8. We consider what is known as the positive singular braid
monoid on three strings, which is denoted Sq in Section 4. Let A sA2
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a, a9, b, b9 and R s aba, bab , a9ba, bab9 , b9ab, aba9 , aa9, a9a ,
Ž .4bb9, b9b . We first look at the a9-series of V ’ b9. Since a9 and b9 are
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Ž . a9incomparable, K b9 is not defined and so V ’ ‘, so subsequentlya9 0
Ž .every member of the a9-series of V is not defined, giving L a9, b9 ’ ‘.
a9 Ž . a9Now consider the a9-series of W ’ bb9. Then W ’ K b9 ’ bb9, W0 a 1
Ž . Ž . a9 Ž . Ž .’ K bb9a ’ bK b9a ’ bb9a, but W ’ K bb9ab ’ K baba9 ’ ‘.a9 a 2 a9 a9
Thus some members of the a9 series of W ’ bb9 are defined, but
Ž .L a9, bb9 ’ ‘.
 4EXAMPLE 9. Consider now the a-series of W ’ bc where A s a, b, c
Ž . Ž . Ž .4and R s aba, bab , bcb, cbc , cac, aca . Observe that for any k G 1,
Ž .kU ’ bacbac is an a-chain with target a. The first member of thek
a-series of W is W a ’ bc ’ U bc, and then for all k G 0,0 0
W a ’ U bc, W a ’ U baca, W a ’ U bacbab,6 k k 6 kq2 k 6 kq4 k
W a ’ U bca, W a ’ U bacab, W a ’ U bacbabc,6 kq1 k 6 kq3 k 6 kq5 k
and so W a ’ U bacbacbc ’ U bc and so on. In this case, the a-series6 kq6 k kq1
Ž .is always defined but never converges to a word, and so L a, bc ’ ‘.
Ž .The following result characterises the situation when L a, W k ‘.
Ž .LEMMA 10. L a, W is defined precisely when a and W ha¤e a common
Ž .multiple, in which case L a, W is a least common multiple of a and W and
begins with a.
Proof. If W is empty then W a ’ W and W a ’ a for all i G 1. Thus0 i
Ž .L a, W ’ a, and so the result holds trivially. So we may suppose that W is
nonempty.
Suppose that a and W have a common multiple M. By Lemma 5,
a Ž .W ’ K W ; W is defined, and further, divides M. Since W is not0 a
empty, W a either begins with a or is an a-chain, is a multiple of W and0
divides M. We show that the same is true of all W a, using induction on i.i
If W a begins with a, then W a ’ W a for all j G i, and so we are done.i j i
Otherwise, W a is an a-chain to b which is a multiple of W and divides M.i
So M is a common multiple of W a and a, and thus by Lemma 3, M is ai
common multiple of W ab and a. Now by the second statement of Lemmai
a Ž a .5, W ’ K W b is defined, and either begins with a or is an a-chain.iq1 a i
Also M is a common multiple of W a ; W ab and a, and since W dividesiq1 i
W a, then W must also divide W a . Thus we have shown that when a andi iq1
W have a common multiple, every element of the a-series of W is defined,
is a multiple of W, and divides M. Since elements of the a-series increase
in length until an element begins with a, and since divisors of M cannot
exceed M in length, eventually there is a first W a which begins with a.k
Ž . a Ž .Hence L a, W ’ W . Furthermore, we have shown that L a, W dividesk
every common multiple M of a and W, making it a least common multiple.
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Ž .On the other hand, suppose L a, W k ‘. Then there is a number
k G 0 such that the elements W a, . . . , W a of the a-series of W are defined,0 k
a Ž . aand W begins with a. If k s 0, then L a, W ’ W ; W. If k ) 0 thenk 0
by the definition of the a-series, there are letters b , . . . , b which are1 k
targets of the a-chains W a, . . . , W a , respectively, and for each i - k,0 ky1
a Ž . a aW b ; W , so L a, W ’ W ; W b ??? b ; Wb ??? b . Hencei iq1 iq1 k 0 1 k 1 k
Ž .L a, W is a common multiple of a and W.
Let V and W be words. Define recursively,
W if V is empty;¡
y1aaL U, L a, W if V ’ aU, L a, W k ‘,Ž . Ž .Ž .~L V , W :’Ž .
y1aand L U, L a, W k ‘; orŽ .Ž .¢
‘ otherwise.
Ž .LEMMA 11. L V, W is defined precisely when V and W ha¤e a common
Ž .multiple in which case L V, W begins with V and is a least common multiple
Ž . Ž .of V and W. Moreo¤er, L V, W k ‘ precisely when L W, V k ‘, in which
Ž . Ž .case L V, W ; L W, V .
Proof. If V is empty then the first statement holds trivially. Suppose
then that V ’ aU for some letter a and word U.
Ž . Ž . Ž a
y1
Ž ..Suppose that L V, W k ‘. Then both L a, W and L U, L a, W
are defined, so by Lemma 10 and induction, there are, respectively, least
ay1 Ž .common multiples of a and W, and of U and L a, W . Moreover, by
Ž a
y1
Ž .. Ž .induction, L U, L a, W begins with U, so L V, W begins with V. But
Ž a
y1
Ž .. a
y1
Ž . Ž .aL U, L a, W ; a L a, W Q ; L a, W Q for some word Q. Thus W
Ž . Ž .divides L V, W , making L V, W a common multiple of V and W.
Suppose that V ’ aU and W have a common multiple M ’ aUN, say.
Ž .Then M is a common multiple of a and W, so by Lemma 10, L a, W is
ay1 Ž .defined, begins with a, and divides aUN. By cancellation, L a, W
ay1 Ž .divides UN. Thus U and L a, W have a common multiple UN, and by
Ž a
y1
Ž ..induction, L U, L a, W is defined and divides UN. Certainly then
Ž . Ž . Ž a
y1
Ž ..L V,W is defined and L V, W ’ aL U, L a, W divides aUN ’ M.
Ž .By the first part this also proves L V, W is a least common multiple of V
and W.
Ž .Finally, by what we have just proved, L V, W k ‘ if and only if V and
Ž .W have a common multiple, which again is if and only if L W, V k ‘. In
Ž . Ž .this case, L V, W and L W, V divide one another, so by homogeneity are
equivalent.
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Let V , . . . , V be words and let « denote the empty word. Define1 m
recursively,
« if m s 0,¡
V if m s 1,1
‘ if m G 2 and~L V , . . . , V :’Ž .1 m L V , . . . , V ’ ‘,Ž .2 m
L V , L V , . . . , V if m G 2 andŽ .Ž .1 2 m¢ L V , . . . , V k ‘.Ž .2 m
The following result follows by a simple induction on the previous lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 12. L V , . . . , V is defined precisely when V , . . . , V ha¤e a1 m 1 m
Ž .common multiple, in which case L V , . . . , V begins with V and is a least1 m 1
common multiple of V , . . . , V . Moreo¤er, for any permutation s of1 m
 4 Ž . Ž .1, . . . , m , L V , . . . , V k ‘ if and only if L V , . . . , V k ‘, in which1 m 1s ms
Ž . Ž .case L V , . . . , V ; L V , . . . , V .1 m 1s ms
COROLLARY 13. Let V be a finite set of words. Then V has a common
multiple if and only if it has a least common multiple.
Since A is finite then an infinite subset of A* must have elements of
arbitrary length. By homogeneity, a common multiple must be at least as
long as any of the factors. So an infinite set of words can have no common
multiples. On the other hand, the empty word divides every other word, so
an arbitrary set V of words has a common divisor. If D denotes the set of
all common divisors of V, then D is finite by the preceding discussion.
Since every element of V is a common multiple of D, then by Corollary
13, D has a least common multiple, which is a greatest common divisor of
V. Thus greatest common divisors always exist.
Define a total order - on A. For any nonempty subset I of A let
Ž .  4D ’ L a , . . . , a where a - ??? - a and I s a , . . . , a . DefineI 1 k 1 k 1 k
Ž .D ’ « . For a word W, let L W be the set of letters which divide W. ThisB
Ž . Ž .is calculable, as K W is calculable, and L W is just the set of a in Aa
Ž . Ž .such that K W begins with a. Since W is a common multiple of L W ,a
Ž .D is defined and as it as a least common multiple , divides W. ThusLŽW .
Ž .WrD is defined.LŽW .
We are now in a position to define a normal form. Define an operator
N: A* “ A* recursively by
W if l W F 1, andŽ .
N W :’Ž . ½ D N WrD otherwise.Ž .LŽW . LŽW .
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Ž .It is clear from this definition and Lemma 6 that N W ; W. The
following theorem shows that N produces a unique representative for all
words equivalent to W.
THEOREM 14. For any two words V and W o¤er A, V ; W if and only if
Ž . Ž .N V ’ N W .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By the preceding remark, if N V ’ N W then V ; N V ’
Ž . Ž .N W ; W. Now suppose V ; W. We first notice that if l V F 1 then the
result follows. Otherwise we have
N V ’ D N VrD and N W ’ D N WrD .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .LŽV . LŽV . LŽW . LŽW .
Ž . Ž .Since V ; W then L V s L W , and so D ’ D . CancellationLŽV . LŽW .
Ž . Ž . Ž .gives VrD ; WrD , so by induction N VrD ’L ŽV . L ŽW . L ŽV .
Ž . Ž . Ž .N WrD , and thus N V ’ N W .LŽW .
4. POSITIVE SINGULAR ARTIN MONOIDS
Positive singular Artin monoids, introduced here, turn out to form an
infinite class of monoids defined by presentations which have the unique-
ness, precancellative, homogeneity, and uniqueness properties. The posi-
tive singular Artin monoid of type A may be familiar to some readers asn
the submonoid of the singular braid monoid on n q 1 strings consisting of
Ž .all the positive singular braids those with positive twists only . The results
of the two previous sections ensures that every member of this class has
solvable word and division problems, and possesses the normal form
described immediately above. Showing that the presentations in this class
possess the reduction property forms the bulk of this section.
Let G be a labelled graph with n vertices in one-to-one correspon-M
dence with a finite indexing set I, and with edge labels from the set
 43, 4, 5, . . . , ‘ . Let m denote the label of the edge between nodes i and j,i j
² :mor set m s 2 if there is no such edge. Let xy denote the alternatingi j
 4  4product xyx ??? of length m. Let S s s N i g I and T s t N i g I . Thei i
positi¤e singular Artin monoid of type M, denoted Sq , is the monoidM
generated by S j T subject to the relations R listed below,
² :m ab ² :m abs s s s s if m - ‘,a b b a ab
² :m aby1s s t if m - ‘ and is odd, orb a b abm y1ab² :t s s sa b a m y1ab½ ² :s s t if m - ‘ and is even,b a a ab
t t s t t if m s 2,a b b a ab
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and
s t s t s for all a in I.a a a a
The relations of the first type involve only letters from S and are called
the braid relations, denoted R . Relations of the last three types will be1
w xdenoted R , R , and R , respectively. It has been shown in 4 that the2 3 4
monoid generated by S and subject to the braid relations has the reduction
property. In this section we show that positive singular Artin monoids have
the reduction property. Inspection of the relations will assure the reader
that the conditions for the uniqueness, precancellative, and homogeneity
properties are satisfied.
The monoid generated by S subject only to the relations R is called the1$
qpositi¤e Artin monoid of type M, and denoted G . Define : S j T “ SM
to be the identity on S and to map t to s for all a. Observe that ifa a$ $ $ $
r s r is any relation from R then either r ’ r , or r s r is a relation1 2 1 2 1 2$
q qŽ .in R . Thus defines a surjective homomorphism from S to G . We1 M M
R1
will use the symbol ; to indicate when two words over S are equivalent
by the relations R . The relation ; is with respect to the alphabet S j T1
R$ $1
and the relations R. Thus if X ; Y, then X ; Y.
The Coxeter group of type M is the group generated by S subject to the
relations R and the relations s 2 s 1 for all i g I. If the Coxeter group of1 i
Žtype M is finite, then M is said to be a finite type. It is the case see, for
w x.example, 12, Chap. 2 that a Coxeter group is finite precisely when its
Žgraph is a finite disjoint union of the graphs shown in Fig. 1. When
.m s 3, the edge label is suppressed.i j
Another way to write the relations of types R , R , and R is by using1 2 3
the variables x and y to represent whatever combination of s or t is
desired, and then
² :m aby2 ² :m aby2x s s y s y s s x ,a b a e b a b d
where e s a and d s b if m is odd, or e s b and d s a if m is even,ab ab
subject to the condition that if m ) 2 then at most one of x and y is t .ab
For example, if m s 3 then the above becomesab
x s y s y s x ,a b a b a b
which yields the relations
s s s s s s s ,a b a b a b
t s s s s s t ,a b a b a b
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FIG. 1. The irreducible Coxeter graphs of finite types.
and
s s t s t s s ,a b a b a b
using all possible substitutions of t and s for x and y, except x s t s y
which is forbidden because m s 3. Under this notation the reductionab
property translates to the statement below.
LEMMA 15. Suppose that x X ; y Y for some words X and Y, with xa b a
and y elements of S j T. If m ) 2 then at most one of x and y is t . Ifb ab
x ’ y then X ; Y. If x / y but a s b then there is a word V such thata b
X ; y V and Y ; x V. Otherwise there is a word V such thatb a
² :m aby2 ² :m aby2X ; s s y V and Y ; s s x V ,b a e a b d
where e s a and d s b if m is odd, or e s b and d s a if m is e¤en.ab ab
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Proof. The argument goes by induction on both the length of X and
the length of the transformation from x X to y Y. If X is empty then thea b
result holds trivially. If x X ’ y Y then there is nothing to prove. If x Xa b a
differs from y Y by an elementary transformation then the lemma holds.b
Ž .Suppose then that the result is true for words of length less than l X ,
and for words of length equal to X, which differ by a transformation of
length at most t. The following result is a corollary of the reduction lemma
restricted to words for which we assume the lemma holds:
Ž . Ž .INTERMEDIATE LEMMA. Suppose l Z F l X . Then
Ž .a if Z ; MW ; MU then W ; U;
Ž . Ž . Sb if u is a letter such that Z ; uU ; MW and u¤ , ¤u g R or
u ’ ¤ for all letters ¤ appearing in the word M, then either u appears in M
Ž .and so di¤ides it , or there is a word V such that U ; MV and W ; uV; and
Ž .c if Z ; t W ; t V where i / j then m s 2.i j i j
Now suppose that x X differs from y Y by a transformation of lengtha b
t q 1. Thus there is a letter z and a word Z such that x X differs fromc a
z Z by an elementary transformation and z Z and y Y differ by ac c b
Žtransformation of length t. Thus the reduction property holds by assump-
.tion for x X ; z Z and z Z ; y Y.a c c b
There are six main cases. The reduction property will be frequently
applied without comment whenever permitted by induction.
Case I. Suppose x , y , and z are not distinct. If x ’ z or y ’ za b b a c b c
then application of the reduction property gives X ; Z or Y ; Z, respec-
tively. By transitivity of the relation ; , the result holds.
Now suppose x ’ y , but that these are both distinct from z . Soa b c
x X ; z Z by an elementary transformation, and z Z ; x Y by a trans-a c c a
formation of length t. Applying the reduction property to x X ; z Z,a c
there are words W , W , and W such that1 2
x W , z W g R S , X ; W W and Z ; W W .Ž .a 1 c 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .By the uniqueness property, the pairs x W , z W and z W , x W area 1 c 2 c 2 a 1
the only ones in R S beginning with the letters x and z . So applying thea c
Ž .reduction property to z Z ; x Y ’ y Y , there is a word W9 with Z ;c a b
W W9 and Y ; W W9. So Z ; W W ; W W9. By the cancellation part of2 1 2 2
the intermediate lemma, W ; W9. Thus X ; W W ; W W9 ; Y, as re-1 1
quired.
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Case II. Here we consider when x , z , and y are distinct, anda c b
Ž . Ž . Sx z , z x , y z , z y g R . Applying the reduction property, there area c c a b c c b
words W and W9 such that
X ; z W , Z ; x W ; y W9 and Y ; z W9.c a b c
Now we can use induction on the length of Z. So there are words W , W ,1 2
and U such that
x W , y W g R S , W ; W U and Y ; W U.Ž .a 1 b 2 1 2
Inspection of the relations R indicates that all letters in W and W must1 2
have subscript a or b. Thus z commutes with W and W , and soc 1 2
X ; z W ; z W U ; W z U and Y ; z W9 ; z W U ; W z U. Setting Vc c 1 1 c c c 2 2 c
’ z U, we have shown that there are words W , W , and V such thatc 1 2
Ž . SX ; W V, Y ; W V, and x W , y W g R , as required.1 2 a 1 b 2
Case III. In this case we consider when x , y , and z are distinct, buta b c
a, b, and c are not distinct. There are three main subcases.
Ž .1 The first case considered is when a s b. For x and y toa b
be distinct, then one of x and y is s and the other t . If m s 2,ac
Ž . Ž . Sthen x z , z x and y z , z y are in R , which was already covered ina c c a a c c a
Case II.
So suppose m ) 2. We know one of x and y is t , so by application ofac
the reduction property z must be s . Moreover, there are words W and U
such that
² :m acy1 ² :m acy2X ; s s W , Z ; s s x W ,c a a c d
and
² :m acy2 ² :m acy1Z ; s s y U, Y ; s s U,a c d c a
where d s a if m is even, and c otherwise. Now by induction on theac
² :m acy2length of Z, we can cancel s s , giving x W ; y U. Because U isa c d d
shorter than X, there is a word V such that W ; y V and U ; x V. Thend d
² :m acy1 ² :m acy1 ² :m acy1X ; s s W ; s s y V ; y s s V ,c a c a d a c a
and
² :m acy1 ² :m acy1 ² :m acy1Y ; s s U ; s s x V ; x s s V .c a c a d a c a
Ž .2 The second case is when a s c. So at most one of x and z is t . If
Ž . Ž . Sm s 2 then x z , z x and y z , z y are in R , which was alreadyab a a a a b a a b
covered in Case II.
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So suppose that m ) 2. By the reduction property for z Z ; y Y, atab a b
most one of z and y is t , and moreover there is a word U such that
² :m aby2 ² :m aby2Z ; s s y U, and Y ; s s z U,b a d a b e
where d ’ a if m is odd, and b otherwise, and e ’ b if m is odd, andab ab
a otherwise. Further, there is a word W such that X ; z W and Z ; x W.a a
² :m aby2Thus x W ; s s y U, so by induction there is a word V such thata b a d 1
² :m aby1 ² :m aby3 ² :m aby2W ; s s V and s s y U ; s s x V ,a b 1 a b d a b e 1
and cancelling from the left, we get y U ; s x V .d d e 1
First, suppose that y is t . So z must be s , and to preserve distinctness,
x must be t also. So y U ; s x V implies there is a word V such thatd d e 1 2
 4  4U ; s V and x V ; y V . But since m ) 2 and x , y s t , t ,d 2 e 1 d 2 ab e d a b
Ž . Sthere are no relations x W , y W in R , contradicting the reductione 1 d 2
property applied to x V ; y V . So y cannot be t .e 1 d 2
Hence y must be s . Cancelling gives U ; x V . Soe 1
² :m aby1 ² :m aby1 ² :m aby2X ; z s s V ; s s z V ; s s y z V ,a b a 1 b a e 1 b a d e 1
and
² :m aby2 ² :m aby2 ² :m aby2Y ; s s z U ; s s z x V ; s s x z V ,a b e a b e e 1 a b e e 1
and we are done.
Ž .3 The final subcase of Case III is when b s c. This can be done by
Ž .the same argument as part 2 , swapping a with b and x with y.
Completion of these three cases leaves us only with the cases when a, b,
w xand c are all distinct. By the comment at 2.2 of 4 , if the subgraph
 4G a, b,c of G consisting of the vertices a, b and c and any edges joiningM M
them does not define a finite Coxeter group, then there are no words X 9,
R R1 1
Y 9, and Z9 such that s X 9 ; s Z9 ; s Y 9. Since our assumption is thata c b $
x X ; z Z ; y Y, then by application of the homomorphism ,a c b
R R$ $ $1 1  4s X ; s Z ; s Y. Thus G a, b, c is a graph with three vertices whicha c b M
must define a finite Coxeter group. By inspecting Fig. 1, we need only
 4  4consider when m , m , m is either 2, 2, p where p s 2, 3, 4, or 5,ab ac bc
Ž .  4some of which have already been considered in Case II , or 2, 3, q where
q s 3, 4, or 5.
Case IV. Here we consider when m s 2. The case when m s 2 asac bc
well was covered in Case II, so we need only consider when m ) 2. Sincebc
Ž . Sthere are no pairs of the form t W , t W for m ) 2 in R , at mostb 1 c 2 bc
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one of y and z is t . We consider the cases m s 2, 3, 4, and 5 as separateab
subcases.
Ž .1 Suppose m s 2. There are words W and U such that X ; z Wab c
² :m b cy2 ² :m b cy2and Z ; x W; and Z ; s s y U and Y ; s s z U, wherea b c d c b e
d s c if m is odd, and b otherwise, and e s b if m is odd, and cbc bc
Ž .otherwise. Applying the intermediate lemma part b to the equation
² :m b cy2Z ; x W ; s s y U, there is a word V such that W ;a b c d
² :m b cy2s s y V and U ; x V. Then since m s m s 2, and at mostb c d a ab ac
one of y and z is t ,
² :m b cy2 ² :m b cy2X ; z s s y V ; y s s z V ,c b c d b c b e
and
² :m b cy2 ² :m b cy2Y ; s s z x V ; x s s z V .c b e a a c b e
Ž .2 In this case we consider when m s 3. The situation thatab
m s 2 was completed in Case II. We consider the cases when m s 3, 4,bc bc
and 5 as separate subcases.
Ž .a Suppose m s 3. Then at most one of z and y is t . There arebc
words W and U such that
X ; z W and Z ; x W , and Z ; s y U and Y ; s z U.c a b c c b
Since Z ; x W ; s y U then there is a word V such that W ; s s Va b c 1 b a 1
and y U ; s x V . There is a word V such that U ; s V and x V ; y V .c a b 1 2 a 2 b 1 c 2
By application of the reduction property to this last equation, first note
Ž .that at most one of x and y can be t since m ) 2 , and second, there isbc
a word V such that V ; s y V and V ; s x V . Reconstructing X and3 1 c b 3 2 b c 3
Y we get X ; z W ; z s s s y V and Y ; s z U ; s z s s x V .c c b a c b 3 c b c b a b c 3
w xStraightforward application of the relations gives X ; s y s s z V andb a c b a 3
w xY ; s x s s z V , and we are done.a b c b a 3
Ž . Ž .Cases b where m s 4 and c where m s 5 are similar but morebc bc
Ž .complicated. The induction process is invoked 7 times in case b and 14
Ž .times in case c . As in the above process, every step is forced.
Ž .3 In this case we consider when m s 4. This forces m s 3. Soab bc
at most one of y and z is t , and moreover there are words W and U such
that
X ; z W and Z ; x W ; s y U and Y ; s z U.c a b c c b
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From successive applications of the reduction property, there are words V ,1
V , V , and V such that2 3 4
W ; s s s V and y U ; s s x V ,b a b 1 c a b a 1
U ; s V and s x V ; y V ,a 2 b a 1 c 2
x V ; s y V and V ; s s V ,a 1 c b 3 2 b c 3
V ; s V and y V ; x V .1 c 4 b 3 a 4
Since m s 4, at most one of x and y is t , and there is a word V suchab 5
that
V ; s s x V and V ; s s y V .3 a b a 5 4 b a b 5
Reconstructing X and Y we get
X ; z s s s s s s y V and Y ; s z s s s s s x V .c b a b c b a b 5 c b a b c a b a 5
Application of the relations gives
w x w xX ; s s y s s s s z V and Y ; s s x s s s s z V ,b a b c b a b c 5 a b a c b a b c 5
and we are done.
Ž .4 This last subcase of Case IV considers when m s 5. We onlyab
need consider m s 3, since m s 2 was covered in Case II. Thisbc bc
Ž .subcase is very similar to the previous subcase 3 , except that induction
Ž .must be invoked 11 times where above it was invoked 6 times .
Case V. In this case we consider when m s 2. This case proceedsbc
identically to Case IV except for swapping a for b, and x for y.
Case VI. The final case considers when both m and m are largerac bc
than 2, which forces m s 2. At most one of x and z is t , and at mostab
one of y and z is t . The three subcases when m s 3, 4, and 5 areac
considered separately.
Ž .1 We consider first when m s 3. Within this subcase, the situa-ac
tions when m s 3, 4, or 5 are considered separately.bc
Ž .a Suppose m s 3. Then there are words W and U such thatbc
X ; s z W and Z ; s x W ; s y U and Y ; s z U.c a a c b c c b
By successive applications of the reduction property, there are words V ,1
V , and V such that2 3
x W ; s V and y U ; s V ,c b 1 c a 1
W ; s s V and V ; s x V ,b c 2 1 c b 2
U ; s s V and V ; s y V .a c 3 1 c a 3
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Thus V ; s x V ; s y V . Cancelling gives x V ; y V . Hence there is1 c b 2 c a 3 b 2 a 3
a word V such that4
V ; y V and V ; x V .2 a 4 3 b 4
Now we can reconstruct X and Y to get X ; s z s s y V and Y ;c a b c a 4
Žs z s s x V . Applying the relations noting that at most one of y and zc b a c b 4
. w xis t , and at most one of x and z is t , we get X ; y s s s z V andb c b a c 4
w xY ; x s s s z V , and we are done.a c b a c 4
Ž . Ž .Cases b and c where m is 4 and 5, respectively, are very similar, butbc
the induction step must be invoked in these cases 9 and 18 times,
respectively.
Ž .2 This subcase deals with m s 4. Thus m s 3. The argumentac bc
Ž .Ž .here proceeds as for Case VI 1 b , except for swapping a for b and x for
y throughout.
Ž .3 This subcase deals with m s 5. Again, m s 3. This can beac bc
Ž .Ž .argued as for Case VI 1 c , except for swapping a for b and x for y
throughout.
Thus positive singular Artin monoids have the uniqueness, precancella-
tive, homogeneity, and reduction properties. The results of Sections 1 and
2 apply, so we can solve the word and division problems in positive singular
Artin monoids, and in the notation of Section 2, the operator defined
Ž . Ž .recursively by N W ’ D N WrD yields a unique normal form forLŽW . LŽW .
words over S j T.
To complete this section we include a few extensions of Sections 2 and
3, which are specific to positive singular Artin monoids, and which are
necessary in the following.
LEMMA 16. Let C be a word o¤er S. If C is a s -chain to s such thata b
Cs ; s C, then Ct ; t C.b a b a
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of C. If C is empty then
a s b and the result holds trivially. Otherwise, write C ’ s V for somec
word V over S. So s Vs ; s s V. The reduction property implies there isc b a c
² :m acy1a word W such that s V ; s s W. Since C is a s -chain, it is notc c a a
² :m acy1divisible by s . Hence W cannot be divisible by s , the target of s s .a d c a
After substitution, Cs ; s C yieldsb a
² :m acy1 ² :m acy1 ² :m acs s Ws ; s s s W ; s s W ,c a b a c a c a
so cancelling gives s W ; Ws . Since s and W have a common multipled b d
Ž .Ws then by Lemma 5, K W k ‘, and since s does not divide W, thenb s dd
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Ž .K W must be a s -chain. By the second part of Lemma 4, the target ofs dd
Ž . Ž .K W is s . Thus W is equivalent to a s -chain K W to s , and by thes b d s bd d
induction hypothesis, t W ; Wt . Henced b
² :m acy1 ² :m acy1 ² :m acy1t C ; t s s W ; s s t W ; s s Wt ; Ct .a a c a c a d c a b b
The final results in this section are about the positive Artin monoid,
which is the monoid generated by S subject only to the braid relations
Ž .those denoted R . Suppose that W and V are words over S such that1
W ; V. Since the only relations involving only letters from S are the braid
R1 qrelations, it must be that W ; V. This shows that G , the positive ArtinM
monoid of type M, embeds in Sq. This enables us to use many of theM
w xresults obtained in 4 about words over S. For example, it is shown there
Ž .that when M is of finite type, L V , . . . , V k ‘ for arbitrary words1 m
V , . . . , V over S. In particular, D k ‘ for all J : S. On the other hand,1 m J
Žif M is not of finite type, then S has no common multiple a corollary of
w x.4, 2.2 and so D ’ ‘.S
For the rest of this section we suppose that M is of finite type. The
fundamental element D of type M is defined to be D . Recall that D is theS S
Ž .word L s , . . . , s where s - ??? - s for a fixed total order - ona a a a1 n 1 n
 4  4S and where S s s , . . . , s s s N i g I . We list below some proper-a a i1 n w xties of the fundamental element observed in 4 . The operator rev takes a
word and writes it in reverse order.
Remark 17. The following list of properties of the fundamental ele-
w xment is a distillation of results of 4, Sects. 5 and 8 .
1. D is a word over S,
2. D is both a left and right least common multiple of S,
3. rev D ; D,
4. There is a uniquely determined involutionary automorphism w of
Ž .S* the free monoid on S , with the properties that
Ž .a w permutes S, and
R1Ž . Ž .b for all words W over S, WD ; Dw W .
5. The centre of the positive Artin monoid is infinite cyclic for all
finite types, and the word D represents the generator of the centre of the
positive Artin monoid for all finite types except types A for n G 2,n
Ž . 2D , E , and I 2 q q 1 , in which cases D represents the generator of2 kq1 6 2
the centre.
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Ž .We extend w to an automorphism w of S j T * by definingÄ
w s ’ w s ,Ž . Ž .Ä i i
and
w t ’ t where w s s s .Ž . Ž .Ä i j i j
Ž .It is straightforward to check that whenever r , r is in R, then1 2
Ž . Ž . q Ž . Ž .w r ; w r . Thus if W ; V in S , then w W ; w V . Furthermore,Ä Ä Ä Ä1 2 M
w permutes T as well as S.Ä
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 18. For each a g I, both s D ; Dw s and t D ; Dw t . SoÄ Äa a a a
Ž .for all words W o¤er S j T , WD ; Dw W . Moreo¤er, D represents theÄ
generator of the centre of the positi¤e Artin monoid for all finite types except
Ž . 2types A for n G 2, D , E , and I 2 q q 1 , in which cases D representsn 2 kq1 6 2
the generator of the centre.
Ž .Proof. Consider any i g I. By Property 4 above, s D ; Dw s , soi i
Ž . Ž .s D ; Dw s . Suppose s ; w s . Thus s D ; Ds . Let p be the largestÄ Äi i k i i k
integer such that D ; s pW for some word W. Then s pq1W ; s pWs , soi i i k
by cancelling, s W ; Ws . Since W and s have a common multiple theni k i
Ž . ŽC ’ K W is defined, and since s does not divide W by maximality ofs ii
.p , C is a s -chain. By the second statement of Lemma 4, C has target s .i k
By Lemma 16, t C ; Ct . Thusi k
t D ; t s pC ; s pt C ; s pCt ; Dt .i i i i i i k k
Ž .Thus t D ; Dw t . The last statement is immediate from the others.Äi i
5. SINGULAR ARTIN MONOIDS
In this section, singular Artin monoids are introduced, solutions to their
word and division problems are described, and a normal form is presented.
The significant fact which allows these results to be obtained is that any
element of a singular Artin monoid may be decomposed into the product
of a power of the fundamental element with an element of the correspond-
ing positive singular Artin monoid, allowing the machinery constructed
earlier to be used. We note that the singular Artin monoid of type A isn
commonly known as the singular braid monoid on n q 1 strings.
Given a labelled graph G as described in the previous section, withM
y1  y1vertices in correspondence with a finite indexing set I, let S s s N ii
4g I , the set of formal inverses of S. Then the singular Artin monoid of type
M, denoted S , is the monoid generated by S j Sy1 j T and subject toM
the relations R and the free group relations:
s sy1 s sy1s s 1 for each i in I.i i i i
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If W and V are words over S j Sy1 j T which are equivalent under the
relations R and the free group relations then write W f V. When X ’
s ??? s is a word over S, we denote by Xy1 the word sy1 ??? sy1.a a a a1 k k 1
Then XXy1 f 1 and Xy1 X f 1.
 4 < <The special case when I s 1, 2, . . . , n , m s 3 when i y j s 1 andi j
< <m s 2 when i y j G 1, is the singular Artin monoid of type A , and wasi j n
w xintroduced in 2, 3 as the singular braid monoid on n q 1 strings. In this
section we solve the word and division problems in the singular Artin
monoids of finite type, which includes the singular braid monoid. In these
types, the fundamental element exists and plays a significant role. For the
rest of this section we suppose that M is of finite type.
Let z be a word representing the generator of the centre of the positive
singular Artin monoid}either D or D2 by Lemma 18. Now z x ; xz for all
x in S j T. Thus
sy1z f sy1zs sy1 f sy1s zsy1 f zsy1 .a a a a a a a a
Thus z represents a central element in S . Clearly, by similar reasoning,M
zy1 represents a central element in S . Since z is divisible by allM
sy1a Ž .elements of S, z ’ K z is defined. Centrality yields s z s ; zs ;a s a a a aa
s z ; s 2z , and cancelling s then gives z s ; z ; s z .a a a a a a a a
Let W be a word over S j Sy1 j T. There are words U over S j Ti
such that W ’ U sy1U sy1U ??? U sy1U . Then define0 a 1 a 2 ky1 a k1 2 k
u W ’ U z U z U ??? U z U , and u W s k .Ž . Ž .1 0 a 1 a 2 ky1 a k 21 2 k
So u counts the number of occurrences of letters from Sy1 in W, and u2 1
Ž .replaces each with a corresponding z . Thus u W is always a word overa 1
S j T , and u acts as the identity on words over S j T. Moreover, for any1
Ž . Ž . Ž .words X and Y, u XY ’ u X u Y , and1 1 1
zyu 2ŽW .u W ’ zyu 2ŽW .U z U z U ??? U z U ,Ž .1 0 a 1 a 2 ky1 a k1 2 k
f U zy1z U zy1z U ??? U zy1z U , by centrality ,0 a 1 a 2 ky1 a k1 2 k
f U sy1U sy1U ??? U sy1U ,0 a 1 a 2 ky1 a k1 2 k
’ W .
Recall that two words V and W are said to differ by an elementary
Ž . Stransformation if there are words X and Y and a relation r , r g R1 2
such that V ’ Xr Y and W ’ Xr Y. We say that a word V is obtained from1 2
W by a tri¤ial insertion if there are words X and Y and a letter x g S j Sy1,
such that W ’ XY and V ’ Xxxy1Y In this case we also say W is obtained
from V by a tri¤ial deletion.
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LEMMA 19. Suppose that W and V are words o¤er S j Sy1 j T. If W
Ž . Ž .and V differ by an elementary transformation then u W ; u V . If V is1 1
Ž . Ž .obtained from W by a tri¤ial insertion then zu W ; u V .1 1
Ž . S Ž .Proof. If W ’ Xr Y and V ’ Xr Y where r , r g R , then u W1 2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .’ u X r u Y ; u X r u Y ’ u V .1 1 1 1 2 1 1
If W ’ XY, V ’ Xs sy1 Y, and U ’ Xsy1s Y, for some a g I and somea a a a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .words X and Y, then u V ’ u X s z u Y ; u X zu Y ;1 1 a a 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .zu X u Y ’ zu W , and similarly u U ; zu W .1 1 1 1 1
w xThe proof of the following theorem is adapted from the proof in 8 that
the positive braid monoid embeds in the braid group.
THEOREM 20. Let W and W9 be words o¤er S j T. Then W f W9 if and
only if W ; W9.
Proof. It is clear that if W ; W9 then W f W9. So suppose W and W9
are words over S j T such that W f W9. Then there is a sequence
W , . . . ,W of words over S j Sy1 j T such that W ’ W f W f ??? f1 k 1 2
W ’ W9 and W is obtained from W by an elementary transformationk iq1 i
or by insertion or deletion of s sy1 or sy1s for some a in I.a a a a
 Ž . 4Let p s max u W N i s 1, . . . , k . For each i s 1, . . . , k define2 i
V ’ z pyu 2ŽWi.u W .Ž .i 1 i
p yu 2ŽWi. Ž . pEach V is a word over S j T , and V f z z u W f z W . If Wi i 1 i i iq1
is obtained from W by an elementary transformation, then by the previousi
Ž .result, V ; V is obtained from W by a trivial insertion, then u Wi iq1 i 2 iq1
Ž .s u W q 1 F p, so2 i
V ’ z pyu 2ŽWi.u W ’ z pyu 2ŽWiq1.zu W ; z pyu 2ŽWiq1.u W ’ V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1 i 1 i 1 iq1 iq1
by an application of Lemma 19. Swapping i q 1 and i in this argument
yields the case when W is obtained from W by a trivial deletion. In alliq1 i
cases, V ; V .i iq1
Thus we have V ; V . But W and W9 have no letters from Sy1, so1 k
V ’ z pW ’ z pW and V ’ z pW ’ z pW9. Hence z pW ; z pW9, and1 1 k k
pcancelling z from the left yields W ; W9.
COROLLARY 21. The positi¤e singular Artin monoid of any finite type
embeds in its corresponding singular Artin monoid.
We can now construct a unique normal form for elements of the
Ž .singular Artin monoid. Let q W be the largest integer such that
Ž Ž . qŽW .. Ž . Ž Ž ..u W rD is defined. Since 0 F q W F l u W this is calculable.1 1
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Ž . pŽW . yu 2ŽW . qŽW . ŽLet p W be the integer such that D f z D . This number
2 .depends on whether z is D or D , which in turn depends on the type.
pŽW .Ž Ž . qŽW ..Thus W f D u W rD .1
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 22. If W f V then p W s p V . Moreo¤er, p W G 0 precisely
when W f W9 for some word W9 o¤er S j T.
Proof. Suppose W f V for some words W and V, and suppose further
Ž . Ž .that k s u W y u V G 0. Then2 2
u W f z u 2ŽW .W f z u 2ŽW .V ’ z kz u 2ŽV .V f z ku V .Ž . Ž .1 1
Ž . k Ž . qŽW . k qŽV .Thus by Theorem 20, u W ; z u V . Hence D ’ z D , so1 1
D pŽW . f zyu 2ŽW .DqŽW . f zyu 2ŽW .z kDqŽV . f zyu 2ŽV .DqŽV . f D pŽV . .
pŽW . pŽV . Ž . Ž .This implies that D ; D , and hence that p W s p V .
Ž . Ž .If W9 is a word over S j T then u W9 s 0 so p W9 is non-negative,2
Ž .so by the first part, W f W9 implies p W is non-negative. Finally, if
pŽW . qŽW .Ž . Ž Ž . .p W G 0, then W f D u W rD , which is a word over S j T.1
pŽW .Ž Ž . qŽW ..It was observed above that W f D u W rD for any word W1
over S j Sy1 j T. Recall that the operator N defined in Section 3 acts on
Ž Ž . qŽW ..words over S j T , so since u W rD is a word over S j T , we can1
use the above formulation to extend N to act on arbitrary words W over
S j Sy1 j T. Define
N D pŽW . u W rDqŽW . if p W G 0; orŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .1
N W ’Ž .
pŽW . qŽW .½ D N u W rD otherwise.Ž .Ž .1
Observe that whenever W f W9 for some word W9 over S j T , this
definition yields the normal form for W9 as defined in Section 3. In fact,
Ž .Theorem 23 following says that N produces a normal form for words
over S j Sy1 j T ; and hence gives a solution to the word problem for
Žsingular Artin monoids of finite type. Notice that due to the addition of
the free group relations, S does not have a homogeneous presentation,M
and so the naive solution to the word problem via enumeration and
.searching described at the end of Section 2 does not work here . To
complete the results, Theorem 24 describes a solution to the division
problem.
THEOREM 23. Let V and W be words o¤er S j Sy1 j T. Then V f W
Ž . Ž .precisely when N V ’ N W .
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Proof. By the definition of N, and the fact that for words W9 over
Ž .S j T , N W9 ; W9, we have that
yu ŽW . qŽW . qŽW . yu ŽW .2 2N W f z D u W rD f z u W f W .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1
Ž . Ž .So if N V ’ N W then V f W.
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, suppose V f W, and so p V s p W s p by
Ž . Ž . Ž .Lemma 22. If p G 0 then N V ’ N W9 ’ N W for some word W9 over
Ž . Ž .S j T. Otherwise, N V f V f W f N W , so
D pN u V rDqŽV . f D pN u W rDqŽW . .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1
Ž Ž . qŽV .. Ž Ž . qŽW ..But u V rD and u W rD are words over S j T , so by Theo-1 1
Ž Ž . qŽV .. Ž Ž . qŽW ..rem 20, N u V rD ; N u W rD . Then Theorem 14 says that1 1
Ž Ž . qŽV .. Ž Ž . qŽW ..N u V rD ’ N u W rD . Thus1 1
p qŽV . p qŽW .N V ’ D N u V rD ’ D N u W rD ’ N W .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1
THEOREM 24. Let V and W by words o¤er S j Sy1 j T. Then V di¤ides
Ž Ž . Ž ..W in the singular Artin monoid precisely when M ’ L u W , u V k ‘1 1
Ž Ž ..and Mru W is a word o¤er S.1
Proof. Suppose there is a word U such that W f VU. Then
yu 2ŽW . Ž . yu 2ŽV . Ž . yu 2ŽU . Ž .z u W f z u V z u U and so by centrality and Theorem1 1 1
20,
u W z u 2ŽV .qu 2ŽU . ; u V u U z u 2ŽW . .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
Ž . Ž .Hence u W and u V have a common multiple, and so by Lemma 11,1 1
Ž Ž . Ž ..M ’ L u W , u V k ‘, and M is a least common multiple, so it must1 1
Ž . u 2ŽV .qu 2ŽU . Ž Ž .. u 2ŽV .qu 2ŽU .divide u W z . Thus Mru W must divide z , and1 1
consequently is a word over S.
Ž Ž . Ž ..On the other hand, suppose M ’ L u W , u V k ‘ and X ’1 1
Ž Ž ..Mru W is a word over S. Then1
W f zyu 2ŽW .u W f zyu 2ŽW .u W XXy1 f zyu 2ŽW .MXy1Ž . Ž .1 1
f zyu 2ŽW .u V YXy1 because M ; u V Y for some Y over S j T ,Ž . Ž .1 1
f zyu 2ŽV .u V YXy1z u 2ŽV .yu 2ŽW . f VU,Ž .1
y1 u ŽV .yu ŽW .2 2where U ’ YX z .
w xRemark 25. Dasbach and Gemein 6 also have a solution to the word
Ž w x.problem for singular braid monoids, first using the fact Fenn et al. 9
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that the singular braid monoid embeds in a group, and then invoking
group theoretic arguments to solve the word problem in that context. The
singular braid groups of Fenn et al. are obtained by considering the monoid
presentation of the singular braid monoid as a group presentation. Singular
Artin groups of arbitrary type can be produced by this construction, and the
w xresults of Keyman 14 suggest that at least some singular Artin monoids
embed in the corresponding singular Artin groups.
w xBirman 3 conjectured that the map from the singular braid monoid to
the group algebra of the braid group obtained by mapping s ‹ s andi i
t ‹ s y sy1 is one-to-one. The map given in this way from any singulari i i
Artin monoid to the group algebra of the corresponding Artin group is
well defined, so the conjecture generalises to arbitrary Artin types. It is
reasonable to suppose that having a normal form for elements of singular
Artin monoids of finite type may lead to progress in determining whether
or not this generalised conjecture holds.
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